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Dead Air   Out and About: Beer Here

Vocabulary

Match the following words to their definitions:

Deodorant (n) Hostelry (n) After taste (n)
Forlorn (adj) To settle down (ph v) Monumental (adj)

1. The act of making yourself comfortable
2. A taste that remains in your mouth after eating or drinking food
3. The quality of impressiveness or largeness
4. Something that has the quality of being pitiful, sad or lonely
5. A substance applied to the skin to prevent body odour
6. An inn or pub

Listening Comprehension
Listen to the podcast in full and answer the questions in both exercise 1 & 2

1. Are the following sentences true or false? Write T or F

1 Ben and Merrick chose the Beers to taste
2 Claire knows the seven Dwarves names better than Ben
3 People are strong in their loyalty to their regional Beer in Spain
4 Diego doesn't like spicy food
5 Claire is a big fan of Stout
6 Bulldog have plans to launch a Beer called Year of the Dog

2. Who says what? Write M for Merrick, C for Claire, B for Ben, S for Santi and D for 
Diego. There may be more than one possible answer.

Who...

1  was Diego's teacher?
2  says his favourite Beer is a Mikkeller?
3  thinks one of the Beers smells like a season of the year?
4  felt their reaction to an after taste was much slower than the other tasters?
5  had never drunk a Stout before this show?
6  wanted to eat some food?
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Discussion

Do you enjoy different types of Beer? Which is your favourite?
Have you ever visited a Brewery? Can you describe the experience?
Have you ever brewed your own beer?
What do you think of your local beer?
What is the most unusual beer you have drunk?

Writing

Write a an article for your local Newspaper about a beer tasting event you have hosted. 
(120 – 180 words)

Take care to use plenty of colourful adjectives and consider structures and verbs of 
senses...

sense verb + adjective
sense verb + like /as if...

Info:

See the chart on the next page to help identify beer types and help you to chose your pint
of choice at the craft beer bar when you visit.
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